not only could not understand but could only ascribe to that genius the
motives which we would ourselves have in whatever the circumstances
might be? and be completely deceived every time as to whatever they
might be actually. Russia and China were already, and soon Japan
would be, glacial in the human mass due to the fecundity of population
and limitless natural resources when modern sanitation and arms came to
them.
No Asiatic nation could ever be thoroughly conquered for long by any
outsider.
Never would Japanese conquest of China be the end of China or Ger-
man conquest be the end of Russia.
But Japan's conquest of China would be the end of Japan. As the Mon-
golian was the end of the original Chinese, so the Mongolian-Chinese
womb would be the end of Japan. Every Japanese man covets a Chinese
woman. Even a well-to-do merchant will gladly take a Chinese coolie-
woman for a wife. She would add at least nineteen half-castes the first
generation, who would in the second generation add at least three hundred
and forty-four three-quarterites, etc*, etc,, adinfinitum. In seven genera-
tions there would be no Japanese left in China nor probably very many
left in Japan itself. 'Henceforth7, said the tiger to the lady, 'henceforth
you ride inside.' The fanaticism and cruelty of Orientals is something we
can stay away from but that we can't change by fear of us or our power any
more than we can level their eyelids to a perpendicular with their noses.
Because they are not afraid and they fight not for revenge but for their
own.
Now in 1942, remembering the words that Dr. Ku had spoken a quarter
of a century ago and judging from my own experience, I find it utterly
wrong to classify Hirohito with Mussolini and Hitler. Japan is an entirely
different racial quantity and spiritual quality* She is pro-axis. That is all.
She is really Asia for the Asiatics, dead or alive, and for whatever that
may mean she will fight to the death. Anything that will serve that end
she will embrace with indescribable Oriental faith and fatalistic fervour.
She feels the liberator's sword is in her hand and she feels free to use it
in ways that seem treacherous to us of the Western world but which to her
seem only good strategy.
She feels that but for the white bedevilment of China-, the Indies, and
India, she would even now be secure in her position as qualified leader of
what she calls and feels to be the great Emancipation,
What the Western world calls and would like to believe to be the
Chinese Republic was ridiculous to Dr, Ku* The Chinese Republic in his
view was only a coastal strip which the great uncounted—even, to modern
times, undiscovered—masses of Chinese know little and care less about.
To refer to China as a Democracy was to refer to Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Ms re-
markable family and friends, and a few million Chinese all looking to the
U.S.A, for a hopeless confirmation and support, which could in any final;
isstte only betray and not liberate the Chinese people. There was b$
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